CASE STUDY

HIRING ACROSS THE GLOBE: UK TELECOM COMPANY
PARTNERS WITH 247 TO BUILD A WORKFORCE IN INDIA
TAPPING TALENT & MANAGING NUANCE IN A NEW, COMPLEX JOB MARKET

THE CLIENT

Lebara is one of Europe's fastest growing mobile telecom companies with five
million active customers, 1,000 employees worldwide and operations in eight
.
countries.
The company’s unique vision -to bring happiness to the lives of migrant
communities all over the world by making their lives easier- has sparked growth
into innovative products and services, such as money transfer, voice apps and
streaming entertainment , all designed to make the lives of migrants better.

THE CHALLENGE

To meet its ambition to serve the global migrant population, Lebara has
consistently grown with entrepreneurial speed and decisiveness. When the
business identified an opportunity to open a services centre in Chennai, India,
Lebara’s leadership saw it as an important way to better serve its international
client base while expanding its global reach and workforce. To succeed, the
company would have to overcome several challenges, including the rapid hiring
of a large, skilled local workforce in a market with unfamiliar hiring practices
and conventions, and do all this from an office over 8,000 kilometres away.

THE SOLUTION

Knowing that expertise in the local market was essential to finding, recruiting
and onboarding strong talent, Lebara and its dedicated strategic talent
management partner, RTM, looked for a company that specialised in complex
the Lebara workforce. 247 was quickly identified as a talent solutions partner
able to both architect and execute recruitment strategies in close partnership
with its clients. “What stood out about 247 was that despite their extensive
experience mobilising recruiting solutions in locations across the globe, their
first order of business was consulting and collaborating in person with us and
with RTM to understand our unique hiring opportunities and challenges in
Chennai,” said Lisa Kelly, Head of Talent and Resourcing at Lebara. “The open
and collaborative discussions we had among our hiring managers in London,
RTMs recruitment experts and the Lebara team are what set us up for success
and ensured the recruitment strategy was carefully aligned with our needs.”

RECRUITING POWER. DELIVERED 247.

CHALLENGES
TIME: Recruit and
hire a skilled, local
workforce of 100 in
just six months
DISTANCE:
Oversee an
intensive hiring
push 8,000+ km
from Lebara’s

CULTURE &
CONVENTION:
Recruit top talent
in a country where
local recruiting
conventions and
hiring practices
were unfamiliar
to the company’s
internal talent
acquisition teams
BRAND: Attract
talent in a new
geography where
the Lebara brand
was unknown in the
marketplace
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247 established a global recruiting team with resources in both London and
India who worked to analyse the Chennai talent market and educate Lebara’s
customs and conventions. The needs and challenges facing the candidate
population in Chennai differ greatly from those in Europe. As 247 shared its
cross cultural recruiting knowledge with Lebara, the combined team
worked throughout June and into July of 2016 to establish feasible protocols
for Chennai job requisitions, talent engagement processes, salary ranges and
hiring timelines. From the ground up, Lebara’s HR team and 247’s recruitment
experts built an entirely new recruitment life cycle and hiring toolkit for
Chennai talent.
By August of 2016, 247, RTM and Lebara’s internal recruiting team had divided
the 100 Chennai jobs to fill and began the intensive recruiting process. 247
leveraged its recruiting resources on the ground in Hyderabad to source
talent and funnel candidates to Lebara’s hiring managers. Having experts
on the ground in Hyderabad and in London allowed 247 to gain a clear
understanding of the needs of the UK hiring managers while also having
direct engagement with candidates in India. It’s a cross cultural recruiting
approach that assured both geographies and all stakeholders, from clients to
candidates, received the support and information they needed.

RESULTS
9 MONTHS
356 CANDIDATES
98 INTERVIEWS
40 OFFERS
30 NEW HIRES

THE RESULTS

Over the course of a concentrated nine-month hiring push, 247 ‘s recruitment
the job and were hired. 247’s recruiting team filled a wide range of hard-to-fill
professional and technical roles, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CRM Campaign Executives
Revenue Assurance, Fraud &
Payments Analysts
Senior Revenue Assurance &
Fraud Manager
Project Managers
Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable Supervisor
Accounts Receivable
Management Accountants

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finance Controller
Destination Manager
Business Intelligence Support
Technical Support Engineers
Head of Content Marketing and
Acquisitions
Operations Analyst
Compliance Analyst
Senior Graphic Designers
Lead Graphic Designer
Onsite Partner Manager

247 also recruited and placed a recruitment specialist on site at the Lebara
services centre in Chennai to support the onboarding of new hires and create
a smooth ramp up of this new workforce. The specialist continues to play a
key role in talent acquisition and support for Lebara Chennai.

247headhunting.com | sales@247headhunting.com | 630.686.0100

It’s not an exaggeration
at all to say we could
not have succeeded in
building our talented
Chennai team without
the global recruitment
guidance and expertise
of 247. It was a
tremendous business and
cross cultural challenge
for us and an essential
opportunity for growth
that has made us a
bigger, better business.
Lisa Kelly, Head of Talent and
Resourcing at Lebara

